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AN OPERATING LICENSE FOR | and 50-446
COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC !
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(CPSES) {

|

CASE'S THIRD SET C INTERROG AT::!ES
A'1D REOUESTS TO PRCDUCE TO NRC S~AFF

'

Pursuant to 2.720(h)(2)(ii), CASE herewith file its Third Set of Inter-

rogatories and Requests to Produce to N C Staff. :n 1:cordance with the Board's

instructions to attempt to work out answers infor ali. , we are not at this time

filing with the presiding officer a request for a fin:ing that answers to the

interrogatories are necessary to a proper decision ir; the proceeding and that

answers to the interrogatories are not reasonably :atiinable from any other source

or a request that the cresiding officer require the 5:sff to answer the interrogatories.

We hope that the NRC Staff will be cocce ative and t i: such an action will not beh

neces sa ry. We ask that the Staff reply expeditiously, by express mail.

Please answer the following interr gatories in :ne manner set forth herewith.

Each interrogatory should be answered fully in writin;, under oath or affirmation,

and include all pertinent information knCan to the 1R: Staff as well as any perti-

nent information known to their advisors or counsel . 31 ease identify the person

providing each answer or response.
.

Each request to produce applies to certinent dctrents which are in the

possession, custody or control of the 1RC Staff, its :'ficers, directors or employees

as well as its advisors or counsel. :' t"e Staff is 1.are of any pertinent docu-

ments not in its possession but which are relevant to :ne issues at hand, please
d8 2 0 4 28 Ca% OS
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identify such documents.
The tem " documents" shall include any writings, draw-

ings, graphs, charts, photographs, reports, studies, and other data compila: ions
,

from which infomation can be obtained.

As with all interrogatories and requests to produce, these shall be c:
.

7-

tinuing in nature, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.740(e) and the directives of the Soird
.

Because of the time restrictions under which weare presently operating, wt
request that supplementation be made on an expedited basis.

STATEMENT OF CONTENTION 5:

The Applicants' failure to adhere to the. quality assurance / quality control om- s

visions required by the construction permits for Comanche Peak, Units 1 and 2
and the mquirements of Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50, and the construction Vac-

'
,

tices employed, specifically in regard to concrete work, mortar blocks
fracture toughness testing, expansion joints, placemnt of the reactor vesse', s tee ,

for Unit 2, welding, inspection and testing, materials used, craft labor cuali-
-

'

fications and working conditions (as they may affect QA/QC, and training anc
organization of QA/QC personnel, have raised substantial questions as to the
adequacy of the construction of the facility.
not make the findings required by 10 As a . result the Commission ets-- :
coerating license for Comanche Peak.)CFR 50.57(a) necessary, for issuance of an

&̂

Until stated otherwise, the following questions have to do with the documents
CASE was handed by NRC Staff Counsel Ms. Rothschild following the 11RC Caseloa:
Forecast Panel meeting in Arlington, Texas, 4/13/82: Trend Analysis.
1.

It is not clear from the documents we received exactly who supplied the ~

..

5

infomation requested by Mr. Crossman in each of his annual requests
(We have attached a copy of the Trend Analyses as Attachment A to our i

.

4/20/82 Motion for Additional Time for Discovery on Contention 5, being Y
filed this same day. The page numbers we will refer to in our inter- [
rogatories refer to those Attachment pages as-numbered in the Attachment ,
to that pleading. ) =

by Mr. Crossman for CPSES for each of the yearsPlease identify the individual who supplied the information requested
><

1976, 1977, 1978, and 1-9 i h
:.

2.
hearings in these proceedings?Does the NRC Staff plan to have such individual (.s) testify in the upceni ;

E

Please answer for each individual.
3.

If the answer is no for any of the above-referenced individual (s), will
_

= , .

the Staff agree to voluntarily make such individual (s) available to testF =
/ C|l #In its 10/31/80

rulings, the Board construed Contention 5 to cover the Inspe: tion
-and Enforcement Reports identified by ACORN in its Offer of Proof of August~},- '"

g
1980.
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and be cross-examined in the hearings?

4. Please have the following questions answered t/ the individual who supplied
. the infornation requested by Mr. Crossaan in -is January 14, 1977 memorandum,
!

re: Trend Analysis - 1976 (CASE Attachment A - Pages 2 and 3):
.

,

a. Is the Principal Inspector, referred to on ^ASE Attachment A - Page 5,
item c, the same as the individual who sup: lied the information requested

i by Mr. Crossman in his January 14, 1977 Me.:randum?
3

b. If the answer to a. is no, please provide ne name of the Principal
Inspector referred to.

c. On CASE Attachment A - Page 5, item c, it is stated: . . .the Principal"

Inspector has, within the past year, requested additional information-

in order to clarify corrective action taker in order to preclude recur-
rences."4

[ Please identify the specific instances 1ere additional information
I was requested, give a brief summary of the matters involved, the action

taken by Applicants and NRC, any I&E Recor : involved, and any other
documents involved such as Corrective Acti:9 Requests, Deficiency and
Disposition Requests, etc.

d. Supply for inspect. ion and copying all docu snts dealing with your answer,

to item c. preceding. (On this and all otrir requests for documents,
if they are readily available from the Pub"c Document Room or from the~
Applicants' records, please identify the d::uments by name and number
so that we'll know what to ask for.) Ir.cl;;e in your' answer all infor-<

mal notes, handwritten memos, internal rem:'anda, etc. dealing with
your answer to item c. preceding.

,

. e. On CASE Attachment A - Page 5, item c, it it stated: "An improvement'
has been evident; however, an adequate levs' of-confidence has not been
fully achieved."

Has an adequate level of confidence ever been fully achieved, and
is there presently an adequate level of cor'idence? If the answer to
either part of this question is yes, please give a brief descriptien
of how things have changed, what specific s eps Applicants have taken
to achieve this adequate level of confidence, and when the level of

i confidence reached an adequate level.

f. If the answer to e. above is no, please pr:/ide specific details of
the specific areas in which you believe it -ovement is still needed.

g. On CASE Attachment A - Page 5, items e,f59., it is stated:

"During the early part of 1976, it became a: parent to the Principal
! Inspector that the effectiveness of the licensee's QA/QC Program was

in a state of degradation as a result of a :omineering and overpowering
| control by the contractor's site constructi:n management.

! "On June 11, 1976, at the request of the Pe; ion IV staff, the President
of TUGC0/TUSI, two Senior Vice Presidents a-d the QA Manager met in

! -
. -3-
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i 4.g.(continued):

conference at the N;
regional office .in.crder to alert top manacement

of _ the seriousness :f the apparent breakdown in corporate ' management.
...Recent, site-inspe:tions have revealed signs of a sloa, but prc
turn-around to a rc e effectual management control by the licenses;ressive,

.

is demonstrated by : .e licensee. . ."the matter ~ remains in item of priority until a more satisfactory condition
; howe'ver,

(1) Please explain '1
"a domineering 1.d overpowering control by the contractor's sitedetail what is meant by " state of degradatien",
construction ma tgement," and " apparent breakdown in corporatemanagement."J

!

'(2) -Is the "contrac :r's site construction management" referred to Brown
and Root constr.: tion management?

(3) Please give spec'fic details of what has transpired to reveal signs
"of a slow, but :rogressive, turn-around to a more effectual manage-ment control by the-licensee."
been taken by the licensee to effect this turn-around. Include what specific actions have-j

,

h. Provide for inspectit . and copying all docunents, including all informal
-

a

i

notes, handwritten ce70s, internal memoranda, and any other pertinent |

information having t: do with:
,

>
.

(1) the preparation t # 2

this Trend Analysis - 1976; and
-(2) the conclusions i :his Trend Analysis - 1976. .

4

1. It

individual who supoliid the information requested by Mrfor any reason any of the questions in 4. are not answered by tFa
a

;
.

Janu1ry 14, . Crossman is his i1977 tem: ar.dum, please advise why and have tne questiens
-an >wered by Mr. Cross in .

~

lease have the folicain; questions answered by the individual who suiv!ie:I
'

. a.
i the information reques te:

Trend Analysis - 197- (CASE ATTACHMENT A - Pages 7 and 8):by Mr. Crossman in his January 6,1978 memorenau,.,_

E
re:,

!
"

i
a. On CASE Attachment A - Page 9, item f, it is stated: -

! "The contractorsQA/QC Program is cens'dered to be 'too wieldy' in its structure 'and isi

undergoing progressive chance (assume should be change) by the licensee. m

A -significant organizaticn and management change initiated January 2, E
1978, should improve :terall QA/QC Program effectiveness"

<

E

[
~

(1) Please ~ explain in ore detail what is meant by"'too vieldy' in its
-

s t ruc ture . " "

(2) Please give spe;. :
which the contract: s QA/QC Program is undergoing, details of the progressive change by the licenseeinclude what
specific actions tice been taken by the licensee during 1977 inthis regard.

l

.

. -4-
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5. (continued):

b. Provide for inspection and copying all documents,. including all informal
notes, handwritten memos, internal memoranda, and any other pertinent
infomation having to do wi th:

(1) the preparation of this Trend Analysis - 1977; and
(2) the conclusions in this Trend Analysis - 1977. '

c. If for any reason any of the q ,estions in 5. are not a .swered by the
individual who supplied the inSrmation requested by I'r. Crossman in his
January 6,1978 memorandum, re: Trend Analysis - 1978, please advise
why and have the questions ans<.ered by Mr. Crossman.

6. Did Mr. Crossman write a memoranda (such as those for 1976,1977, and 1979,
CASE Attachment A - pages 2 and 3, 7 and 8, and 19 and 20'. to the Facilities
Inspectors for 1978?

7. Please have the .following questiers answered by the individual who supplied
the infomation re: Trend Analysis - 1978 (CASE Attachment A - Pages 14
through 17):

a. On CASE Attachment A - Page la, item a, it is stated: "The licensee
reported a total of six potential construction deficiencies (50.55(e))
items during calendar year 1972."

Please pmvide details regardir; these deficiencies: a brief description
of each, the resolution of the :rcblem, an.d if available, the Applicants'
NCR (Nonconfomance Report) nu :er.

b. On CASE Attachment A - Page 14, item c.(2), it is stated: ...we have"

had to ask for additional infor ation en t.;o occasions. Inadequacies
were for failure to provide a :sfiniti'.e cc:.nlitment for action to prevent
re pe ti ti on . "

Please identify the specific ir'tances <there additiona' information was
requested, give a brief summar., of the natters involvec, the action taken
by Applicants and NRC, any 1&E r ports invalved, and an/ other documentse

involved such as Corrective Action Requests, Deficiency and Disposition
Requests, Nonconformance Reports, etc.

c. On CASE Attachment A - Page 14, item d.(1), it is stated: " Unresolved
items have generally been cleared within cne or two additional inspections
although some items have taken several nonths. These are generally as
a result of being unable to locate '.i docu entation on site. Al so. note
that CDNs are usually carried in the reports as unresolved items for
tracking purposes."

(1) Please explain what "CDN" s: ands fcr and what the tem means.

(2) Please identify the specifi: items which have taker, several months
to clear, give a brief sun iry of the T.atters involved, the action
taken by Applicants and NR:. any ISE Reports involved, and any other
documents involved such as :orrective Action Requests, Deficiency and
Disposition Requests, Noncrfomance Reports, etc.

-5-
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7.c. (continued):

(3) Please explain what is meant by the statement that 'CDNs are usuilly
carried in the reports as unresolved items for tra:<ing purposes."

(4) Are we correct in our assumption that W refers to ..sstinghouse?.
.

(If not, please explain.) '

d. Please explain the procedure by which unresolved items are converted
A - Page 14, item d.(3)).to enforcement items .(as this teminology was used on C'SE Attachnen-

Who makes the determination is to whether
or not unresolved items are converted to enforcement itsms?

e. On CASE Attachment A - Page 15, item.f, it is stated:
QA/QC program is generally effective in my opinion. The licensee'r

It is somewha t
encumbered by too many procedures and occasionally by n:t having enou;hrmi talent to do the job correctly.

Instances of the "atter seem ra e.d do show up occasionally in invalid NCRs which in tu~. reflect tha-
the inspectors don't really know what they are inspecti ;.

ineffective, I would be forced to attack the situation sad-on,"ticular situation, if I believed that they were more thi . Just a litt:e
In my car- I

(1) Please explain in detail what is meant by "not havir; enough realtalent to do the job correctly."
,

(2) Please provide specific -details of " instances" cf "r:t having eno.;hh
1

real talent to do the job ccrrectly" showing up 'in 'nvalid NCRswhich in turn reflect that the inspectors don't. eal'/ know what
~

they are inspecting." f

]
(3) Please provide the names of all " inspectors" who "dt 't really knoiwhat they are inspecting."

1

(4) Please explain in detail what is meant by the staterrt "In my rar-
s

ticular situation,. if I believed that they were r. ore .han just E
little ineffective, I would be forced to attack the s'tuation head- s
on."
know what they are inspecting?By "they" are you referring to the inspectors .. o don't real'./

_

a
i

ineffective"? What is r.eant by " jus a little
" forced to attack the situation head-on"?What specific actions would you take i# you were1.

E
;

What woul it take'fcryou to be " forced to ~ attack the situation head-on"? =
i

5}

f. Provide for inspection and copying all documents, includi ; all inferal'
.

v. .

notes, handwritten memos, internal memoranda, and any otW pertiner.: g
information having to do with: =.

r
""

(1) the preparation of this Trend Analysis - 1978; and .

(2) the conclusions in this Trend Analysis - 1978. [.;
"..

4 t rough 7, please advise why and have the questiohb ;)ered
:fj g y

-6-.
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8.
Please have the following questions answered by the individual who supp' fed
the information requested by Mr. Crossman in his- January l7,1980 memorardum.

Trend Analysis - 1979 (CASE Attachment A - Pages 19 and 20):
re:

J. ,.

-
i

a. On CASE Attachment A - Page 21, item a, it is stated:;
officially categorized by the licensee as 50.55(e) items.""Two items ~wers

'

,

Please provide. details regarding these items:,

a brief' description of-
each, the resolution of the problem, and if available, tne Applicants'

.

NCR (Nonconf.ormance Report) number.i

b. On CASE Attachment 'A - Page 21, item c.(3), it is statedi
factory answers given are not usual'ly the licensee's fault, but also

"Any uns ati s-
;

not necessarily.our fault either in terms of the way the noncomplianceis written.
stronger for the record."It is primarily a matter of our wanting something a bit

.

(1) Please explain what is meant by the statement "but also not necessarily
our fault either in terms of the way.the noncompliance is written. 1

(2) Please explain what is meant by "wanting something a bit strongerfor the record."
3

l
c. On CASE Attachment A - Page 22, item f, it is stated:)

2
;

force behind my request for 'a special engineering audit' cf site operat':ns "
'"~hus the drivi ;

!

j

.(1) Who would have made such a special engineering audit of site ~ opera: ions?
.

;

!

(2) Was such a special engineering audit of site operations ever mace?

(3) If the answer to (2) is yes, describe briefly the pro:edure, the -
..

:
.

results, and other details of such special engineering audit. i

i'

(4) If the answer to (2) is no, please describe briefly the procedurs 1;

you went through .to get such a special engineering audit made, who -{'

you addressed'your initial request to, who participated in the de-
~

cision not to make such audit, and any other details regarding such .
decision. fi

a

(5) Whether the answer to (2) is yes or no, provide for inspection and
copying all documents dealing with this matter, including all infor al 1
notes, handwritten memos, internal memoranda, and any other pertinc-- si:

infonnation, including the special engineering audit itself if one! =>
: was made. 13!

d. On CASE Attachment A - Page 22, item f, bottom paragraph, it is stated:
:

"In 'a couple of cases, I have been 'able to show them that :neir people
"

are essentially incompetent even though they had been through the site ii;
i

training and had been certified as competent."

.

' 52(1) By show "them" that "their" pecple,.specifically to whc : are you
.

j

re ferring? the licensee? Brown & Root? ??'
;

i
!.

(2) By even though "_thg" had been tnrough the site trainir.g and hadj E
been certified as competent, are you referring to the line inspectors 9

"
: -7-
L
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8.d. (continued):

(2) continued:

who were essentially incompetent even though they had been through
the site training and had been certified as competent? -

(If not, specify to whom you are referring.)

(3) Provide the names of the people you showed to be essentially in-
competent even though they had been through the site training and
had been certified as competent.

(4) What action did Applicants take when you showed that their people
were essentially ' incompetent even though ~ they had been through the
site training and had been certified as competent? (For example:
Did Applicants take any disciplinary action regarding this? , Did'

they institute new procedures for training of such people? Or what
specific actions did they take?)-

(5) To your knowledge, are the people referenced in (3) preceding still
working at CPSES?

(6) If the answer to (5) or any part of (5) is yes, are such people still
working in the same capacity?

(7) If the answer to (5) or any part.of (5). is no, please provide the
details of _their termination if you are aware of such details. If
you are not aware of such details, please so state.

(8) Provide details' regarding each instance where you showed their people
to be essentially incompetent even though they had been through the
site training and had-been certified as competent.

(g) Provide for inspection and copying all documents dealing with this
matter, including all informal notes, handwritten memos, internal-
memoranda, and any other certinent information.

e. On CASE Attachment A - Page 22, item f, bottom paragraph, it is stated:
"I see a desire on the part of the ~ licensee to turn this situation around
in the important areas of electrical and piping installation."

j

(1) What specific actions of the licensee have indicated this desire
on their part to " turn this situation around"? -

'

(2) Did your statement also indicate that you had not detected a desire
on the part of the licensee to turn the situation around in other

. areas '(besides electrical and piping installation)? Please give
specifics (i.e., if your answer is no, why did you choose the par-
ticular wording you did? what specific actions of the licensee :

have indicated the desire en their part to turn the situation around-
)in other areas? etc.) .'

(3) orovide for inspection and copying all documents dealing with this
matter, including all informal notes, handwritten memos, internal

-

memoranda,' and any other pertinent infornation. '

2_m
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8. . ( continued) :

f. On CASE Attachment A - Page 22, item f, bottom paragraph, it is stated:
"
...too.often an installation clearly acccmplished other than as ' originally

designed and buildable has been approved by the licensee's on-site engineer .
ing arm as fulfilling requirements. In effect, the engineer has approved
a nonconforming installation in advance of QC' being ' called. QC is then
signing for the as-built condition and the underlying problem is not
add res sed . "

(1) Does the NRC approve of this procedure?

(2) If the answer to (1). above is no, what specific steps has the NRC
taken to keep this from happening?

(3) What specific authority does the NRC have-(and do you, or did you
in your capacity at the time, have) to keep this from happenir.g?

(4) Site specific instances when this has happened. Please 9i ve specifics
in enough detail so that we can investigate them further thrcugh
interrogatories to Applicants. Please also include any NCR r. umbers,
I&E Reports, etc. of which you know.

(5)| Provide for inspection and copying all documents dealin9 with this
matter, including all informal notes, handwritten memos, internal
memoranda, and any other pertinent information.

9. On CASE Attachment A - Page 23, first para;raph, it is stated: "I'm
not at all sure that what CPSES is doing. in this area is very different
than what other utilities and/or engineers have done on other prefects-
but I don't like it. I believe that much the same thing went on in
Bechtel at ANO-2, but it wasn't as obvious nor was I there as much."

(1) Please give the basis for your first sentence (legal and/or c-her basis).

(2) Please identify exactly what is meant by "in Bechtel at AN0-2".

t (3) Please provide for inspection and copying all documents dealing with
this matter, including all informal nctes, handwritten memos, internal
memoranda, and any other pertinent information.

i

h. On CASE Attachment A - Page 23, item g, it is stated: "Any Other Trends
'

Indicative of Poor Performance - I don't see any other problem not dis-
cussed above except possibly a future development in the public relations

: arena. It seems likely to me that the licensee will use his full powers
to be less' open with us in the area of identified construction deficiencies
than he has in the past. I think he will take maximum advantage cf part
50.55(e) and the guidance to go through the necessary formalities but
avoid, if at all possible, having to report to us. It is, of course,
premature to really get into this arena ur.:il we prove a case."

_ 9_
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8.h. (continued):

(1) Please explain the use of the wording "in the publi:
(i.e., it appears to CASE that this ,is rather miid Tanguage for therelations arena."
type of actions which you appear to expect on the ;irt-of Api

as expressed in the sentences which follow your stE ement.) plicants,
not see this as much more -significant than a "putii: Do you '

'
;

relations" 3tter?
'(2) Was a case ever proved, as you indicated in your las; sentence?

;

(3) What specific actions were taken by the NPC to acts :t to " provea case" in this regard?

(4) Has it been your. experience since the time this 1971 Trend Analysisj

was written that your expectations as expressed in i em g have beeni borne out by Applicants' actions?

(5) If the answer to (4) is no, please specify what a:ti:ns you took

of part 50.55(e) and the guidance to go through tne ecessary for-to ascertain whether Applicants were indeed takir.; riximum advantage
mali ties but avoid, if at all possible, having tc re::rt to you.

(6) If the answer to (4) is yes, please provide details is to specifi: ;

instances where this has taken place.,

}!
(7) Please identify specifically what you mean by "the ;Jdance."

(8) Provide for inspection and copying 'all documents cea~ing with this
matter, including all informal notes, handwritten e :s, internal
memoranda, and any other pertinent information.

i. Provide for inspection and copying all documents, inc ;di ; all informil
information having to do with: notes, handwritten memos, internal memoranda, and any :t ee pertinent

'

(1) the preparation of this T rend Analysis - 1979; and' 4
. (2) the conclusions in this Trend Analysis - 1979. 3

?

j. If for any reason any of the questions in 8 are not answered by the indi-
-

vidual who supplied the information requested by Mr. Cross .an in hisJanuary 17, 1980
answered by Mr. Crossman. memorandum, please advise why and have t e questions-

~

E."

(NOTE:
If at all possible, we want the questions answered by the :arties indi- Ill:

j

cated; however, it had occurred to us that it might be in::ssible, for ?~

instance if the person was no longer employed and could n:- be found.
'

This is why we asked that Mr. Crossman answer if such a cile.)
- 9.

Please identify what.the abbreviations in the headings on :ASE Attachment
A - Pages 4,11,16 and 17, and 24 and 25 stand for, and give a brief $$

description of the meaning of the information in each of t?.e :31umns. Please ~

,
mm

also supply the same information about any abbreviations i
c j of the ite s

==

in the columns.

10. The information in the Trend Analyses reports does not see, : be complete'

:

- 10 -
,
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10. (continued):

(i.e., there is no indication as to who prepared the ansasrs to Mr.
Crossman's requests, there is no cover letter from Mr. Cr:ssman to the
inspectors for 1978, etc.). Please provide' for inspecti: and copying
the entire original documents regarding the Trend Analyse for 1976, 1977,-
1978, and 1979, including all informal notes, handwritte memos, internal
memoranda, and any other pertinent information.

11. Has there been any kind of trending or trend analysis dt i by the NRC Region
IV office or anyone at the NRC Region IV office or anyont else on the NRC
Staff for CPSES prior to 1976.

12. If the answer to 11. is yes, please provide for inspecti: and copying
the entire original documents regarding such trending or : rend analyses,
including all informal notes, handwritten memos, internal memoranda, and
any other pertinent information.

13. When Ms. Rothschild, NRC Staff Counsel, handed the writer the Trend Analyses
for 1976,1977,1978, and 1979, she stated that she had r:t known about
their existence earlier. Provide the name of the indivi .al at the Region
IV office who told Ms. Rothschild that these documents di:, in fact, exist.

14. Does the NRC Staff plan to have the individual identifie: in the answer
to 13 preceding testify in the upcoming hearings?

15. Will the Staff agree to voluntarily make such individual ivailable to testify
and be cross-examined in the hearings?

16. In Mr. Crossman's January 14, 1977 memorandum re: Trend alysis - 1976
(CASE Attachment A - Page 2), he states regarding ite a, ,unber and Re-
petiveness of Construction Deficiency Reports: "(I have :-is information
already)."

Please include this information in the documents requests: in Question 10
p recedi ng.

[END OF QUESTIONS SPECIFICALLY TO DO WITH THE DOCUMENTS CASE .JS HANDED BY NRC_
STAFF COUNSEL MS. ROTHSCHILD FOLLOUING THE NRC CASELOAD FORECHT PANEL MEETING
4/13/82: TREND ANALYSIS.)

17. Does the NRC have a procedure set up whereby they regulafj review Applicants'
records, such as Nonconformance Report logs or Nonconforri .ce Reports, or
similar documents, to make sure that they are reportir; e.erything to the
NRC which should be reported under 10 CFR 50.55(e)?

18. If the answer to 17 is yes, please briefly describe such :'ccedure and
how it works, how often it is done, etc.

19. Provide for inspection and copying all written procedures referenced in
17 above.

- 11 -
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.

i
.

1

' 20. Has the tiRC Staff received and reviewed the Lobbin Report (" Final F4 :-t,
.. ,.Review of the Quality Assurance Program for the Design and Constructi:- * 7,

| of the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station, Prepared for the Texas '.' ' lit'as
Generating Company, by F. B. Lobbin Consulting Engineer, R-82-01, Feor;ary
4,1982, Columbia, Maryland)?

_

~

.

i 21. If the answer to 20. is yes, who specifically within the *;RC has re.ie.ed 2

this document? -

1

22. Will the individual (s) referenced in 21 testify for the NRC Staff i- - e
; upcoming hearings?
1

23. Will the Staff agree to voluntarily make the individual (s'y referenced 'n '

; 21 available to testify and be cross-examined in the hearings?

24. .Does the f4RC Staff have some sort of record which is kept of open ite
on a continuous basis, including the history of the open item and t. e #inal4

resolution of it (other than the I&E Reports themselves)?

25. If the answer to 24 is yes, please provide for inspection and copyi ; til U
1 such records.- s 7

26. Please briefly explain the current levels of violations being used :3 -he'

fiRC Staff when writing up violations on Applicants,'and provide a t-ie';

: comparison between what is currently being used and what tas used i- t e
past.

i

27. When investigations are made by the i RC, what is the promise of cor.#icintia'ity
I given to the people who make allegations or point out prcolems?

,

| 28. With further reference to 27, does the promise of confidentiality e ::e--d t: -

hearings? _

;

; 29. It is our understanding that the Region IV office has recently made ar
investigation into certain pumps which had been suppliedly Haywarc f er,

[ Pump Company of Burlington, Vermont. It is also our understanding - n-
some of these pumps had been ordered for the Comanche Peak plant. %

)
! Is the information in the above correct? If not, please state spec''i: ally & .,.

in what respect it is incorrect. -

,

| 30. Provide for inspection and copying all oriainal documents dealing w'?, all
pumps ordered for Comanche Peak from Hayward Tyler Pump C:mpany, ir.:lu:ing

I documents dealing with inspections of any or all pumps ordered, all 9.:.
n2 ports on the subject of Hayward Tyler pumps, congressienal invest';a-ions: s

' regarding Hayward Tyler pumps, handwritten notes, internO nemoranci.1 d
- s _

any other pertinent infomation known to the ilRC. Includs in your es::nse ';

all documents regarding the investigation by the flRC of tcis matter. .:t
.

just for Comanche Peak but the entire investigation. O. .'
'

s

31 . If there is any other infomation regarding Hayward Tyler Pump Comps-f s
pumps which were or were suspected of being defective of ethich the ' :'s
is aware but which you do not have in your possessioni please advisi 4 st
this infomation is and where we can obtain it. ,

- 12 -.
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32.
With -reference to the NRC Caseload Forecast' Panel's meeting 4/13/82 at the
NRC Region IV offices in Arlington, Texas, and the plantstour the' Panel
took 4/14/82.and 4/15/82, qlease provide the following information:;

,- + ,

a. Whpt specific areas oni.the plant tour did the', Panel . view?
,

,

b. Of the specific areas referenced in a. preceding, which of them does
4 ,

the Panel consider to be problem areas? w
, s

-

c. Whith>docu;nents (including hand-written nctes, interhol m'emoranda, etc.)did the 'tranel view on 4/,14/82 and 4/15/82?
s

s d

', I
~~

;m . '
.

'd.' SupoJy fo.r inspection and copying all docu,vnts (includi.ng hand-written
.

P
notes, ihternal meacranda,2 charts, graphs Fetc.) given to, made by, or
used by the Panel either during the plant ' tour'or in their~ deliberations

;

a

before or~after the p15n3 tour regarding their assessment of the con-
*

struction' completion dhecule and fuel load dates for CPSES Units 1 and
~

2., \ Supply the or~16ind documents for inspection.
-

*

'

y s. s ,
,

$, t ei When 'Q the Panel expected ~ to i$ake, its finding', public? . - -[s i -
,

.. . r.

Dw ~ ' f.' Why didn't the Panel 3nnounce ' #indings imediately following the

. ( - -

L'' i' '
~ 3

_ tour ~of the p) ant site, as t'
i made a tr'ip to CPSESs. in OctoberM980, the lasUtime they~

' %x -s, ., ,

y n 'A
. g. Prralde the* names of 9e specific individuals, otherctnan those who attended

~? q
i ?

theM/1#4 peti 9 as panel members, who will be involyed in making a
4 3.

~

determinati'onjegarding the Panel'.s estimated constructi6n contpletion
*

\ 'dyte Ar.d fuel l*

g;in your^ nswer,oad ddte for CPSES Units 1 and 2.s - Include their tJtles 3

,

A ,,
- as- well as their location. y ' wN - #.; w

.

'

r. 5: Please J1 ave the following questions ' answered by. each of the members of
-

,

'

Othe Panyl( p, lease indicate who is supplying each answer:
~ .-

; *-

~ .. '

;
,

g (1) Do you have an ophiion, based on the informatientyou,haite reviewed
~e

', ,s - * g' and what you have seen at the plant site,W* hen cor.struction will
j

5
be completed for CPSES Unit 1? Unit 2? i

(2) If the answer to (1) is yes, please provide your es[imated dates.,g,

i. As scori'as' the Panel has made .its decisi,6Dolease supp>ly CASE with
s

~

.:

?' a copy of it by exordjs mail .i / '4%' C,

,

' c +..

,1 _

1
a '\

' Respectfully submitted, '

, s

1 1 -

_u 6 "

,,, E , O ) -

a

gdrs.J Juanita Ellis, President
h

CASE (Citizens Association for Sound Energy) "'

1426 S; Polk - k, I, e . Dallas, Texas 75224 9
214/946-9446 .

i*.

214/941-1211, work, part-time-
* E. .

i' .
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA *

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (g 7P -

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAF5TY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of I *

I

APPLICATION OF TEXAS UTILITIES I Docket Nos. 50-445
GENERATING COMPANY, ET AL. FOR AN I and 50-446
OPERATING LICENSE FOR COMANCHE I
PEAY, STEAM ELECTRIC STATION I
UNITS #1 AND #2 (CPSES) I'

' CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE,

By my signature below, I hereby certify that true and corr
of CASE's Third Set Of Intermgatories and Requests to Produce to asc $kafft copies

have been sent to.the names listed below this 20 tn day of Apri l
1982, by: Express' Mail where indicated by * cnd by tirst class mail elsewnere.

.

* A6::inistrative Judge Marshall E. Miller David J. Preister, Esq.
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Assistant Attorney General
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel Environmental Protection Division
Washington, D. C. 20555 P. O. Box 12548, Capitol Station

Austin, TX 78711

* Dr . Y.cnneth A. McCollom, Dean '

Livision of Engineering, Architecture,
,

, and Technology '

Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074

* Dr. Richard Cole, Member Atomic Safety and Licensing
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Board Panel
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission'

Wa2hington, D. C. 20555 Washington, D. C. 20555

* Nicholas S. Reynolds , Esq. Atomic Safety and Licensing
Debevoise & Liberman Appeal Panel .

1200 17th St., N. W. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Wzshington, D. C. 20036 Washington, D. C. 20555 ,

.

* M3rjorie Ulman Rothschild, Esq. Docketing and Service Section .

Office of Executive Iegal Director Office of the Secretary
U. F. 'h:cicar Regulatory Commission U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Cc= mission
Washington, D. C. 20555 Washington, D. C. 20555

r>

.

; ( s_& DJU.,

"

IMrs.) Juanita Ellis, President
*

I5ASE (CITIZENS ASSOCIATICN FOR SOUND DIERGY),

.__


